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Sr2CuO2Cl2 (SCOC) is a model undoped cuprate with I4/mmm crystallographic symmetry, and
a simple magnetic space group CAmca with associated magnetic point group mmm1
′. However,
recent second harmonic spectroscopy in the antiferromagnetic phase has challenged this picture,
suggesting instead a magnetic point group 4/mm′m′ that co-exists with the antiferromagnetism
and breaks the two orthogonal mirror planes containing the tetragonal c-axis. Here, we analyze the
symmetry of SCOC in light of the second harmonic results, and discuss possible ground states that
are consistent with the data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Second harmonic generation (SHG) is a powerful tech-
nique for detecting symmetry breaking,1 with its high
sensitivity to small structural distortions2 and novel elec-
tronic order parameters.3–5 Although a rigorous inter-
pretation is still in development,1,6–10 the precise infor-
mation that can be gathered about symmetries provides
important hints for other investigations. As an exam-
ple, the symmetry lowering from I41/acd to I41/a in
Sr2IrO4 was detected by SHG
2 and confirmed and quan-
tified by neutron diffraction.11 Very recent SHG data12
provided evidence for an order parameter in Sr2CuO2Cl2
of magnetic symmetry 4/mm′m′ . This is not compati-
ble with the simple antiferromagnetic mmm1′ magnetic
point group (MPG) identified by neutron diffraction,13
and would lower this MPG to mm′m′. The present pa-
per is focused on the analysis of this symmetry reduction.
Sr2CuO2Cl2 (SCOC) is an insulating layered cuprate
characterized by tetragonal I4/mmm symmetry down to
the lowest measured temperatures.13 This tetragonality
with its flat CuO2 planes is likely stabilized by the apical
chlorines with a rather long apical bond, thus suppressing
the typical octahedral tilts seen in related cuprates like
La2CuO4 (LCO). SCOC displays an antiferromagnetic
(AFM) transition around TN ∼ 260 K with spins oriented
along the (110) direction. It is worth noticing that due
to the conservation of spin orientation under the body-
centered translation of I4/mmm, time-reversal symme-
try is also preserved in the MPG. Although the MPG for
LCO is the same, the latter is orthorhombic due to oc-
tahedral tilts: the planar oxygens are no longer midway
between Cu ions, thereby generating a Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya (DM) interaction that favors spin canting. This
does not occur for SCOC (I4/mmm), as confirmed by the
absence of x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
contrast.14 These measurements also significantly con-
strain the existence of any ferromagnetic dipole compo-
nent along the tetragonal c-axis.
Recent SHG measurements12 found evidence for a
4/mm′m′ magnetic order parameter (OP) associated
with the breaking of two mirror planes containing the c-
axis. This phenomenology cannot be explained with our
previous knowledge of SCOC. Such an order parameter
not only is unrelated to the antiferromagnetic mmm1′
point group, it is also unrelated to any magnetostriction
that might occur due to the onset of AFM order, as it
would result in a symmetry reduction to an mmm point
group. The SHG data also ruled out a surface effect.
This is consistent with He-scattering measurements off
the (001)-surface of SCOC, which revealed no reduction
of the crystallographic symmetry.15 As such, the SHG
data points to the presence of a novel bulk electronic OP,
reducing the MPG from mmm1′ to mm′m′, the subgroup
of mmm1′ consistent with the newly discovered OP of
4/mm′m′ magnetic symmetry.12 Along the same direc-
tion, thermal Hall measurements indicate the presence of
chirality16 that is not consistent with a 4/mmm1′ MPG.
The physical realization of such an OP is however
still unclear. On one side, intra-unit cell magnetic or-
der has been identified in underdoped cuprates by neu-
tron diffraction.17 A magneto-chiral generalization of
the so-called ‘loop current’ order18–21 has the observed
4/mm′m′ symmetry, as it is equivalent to an orbital fer-
romagnet along c, and may therefore represent the mag-
netic OP evidenced by the SHG experiment.12 Another
possible origin is a higher-order parity-even magnetic
multipole like a magnetic octupole,22–24 which, if they
exhibited ferroic ordering, could be revealed by SHG. We
remind that such magnetic multipoles are not revealed by
XMCD and, for example in the case of NpO2, do not lead
to any structural change.22 It is the goal of the present
paper to analyze in detail the theoretical framework of
the SHG experiment, relate this to other data in the lit-
erature, and then outline microscopic models that are
consistent with the data.
To this aim, we first focus on a detailed description
of the crystal and magnetic structure of SCOC in Sec-
tion II. In Section III, we analyze the geometry of the




























nature of the SHG, in particular the d − d excitations
involved in the SHG process. In Section IV, we list pos-
sible symmetry breakings and determine the constraints
on the excited states that are consistent with the SHG
findings. In Section V, we discuss possible microscopic
models, and offer some concluding thoughts.
II. MAGNETIC SYMMETRY GROUPS
Both x-ray26 and neutron13,27 diffraction have shown
that SCOC crystallizes in the body-centered tetragonal
(I4/mmm) K2NiF4-type structure from 300 K down to
10 K.13,26,27 The two Cu atoms per unit cell are in the
2a Wyckoff position,28 at (0, 0, 0), characterized by the
full point-group symmetry 4/mmm, and related by the




2 ). The planar oxygens
are at 4c sites, i.e., (0, 12 , 0), and are characterized by
the site symmetry mmm. The Cl and Sr ions are at 4e
sites, i.e. (0, 0, z), with 4mm symmetry. The absence of
magnetism above TN makes time reversal 1
′ a symmetry
of the material, so that the magnetic space group above
TN is I4/mmm1



















FIG. 1. a) The crystal structure of Sr2CuO2Cl2, highlighting
the symmetry elements. b) Magnetic structure, stressing the
time reversal and mirror symmetries that might be broken as
revealed by SHG.12 Cu is in gold, O in red, Cl in green, and
Sr in blue. The axes x, y are rotated 45◦ relative to a, b.
Below TN , AFM order sets in as demonstrated by neu-
tron diffraction.13 The spin pattern is shown in Fig. 1b,
where the associated doubling of the unit cell is high-
lighted as well as the spin orientation along (110). The
magnetic space group is orthorhombic CAmca in BNS
notation29 (FCmm
′m′ in OG notation30). The corre-
sponding MPG is mmm1′, so time reversal is still a
symmetry of the material, with two of the three face-
centering translations accompanied by a time reversal
operator, and the other (the body-centered one of the
original tetragonal cell) not.
Due to the intrinsic interest of the structural and mag-
netic point group in the present work, we specify below
the symmetry elements, both above and below TN , be-
fore considering the SHG experimental results. Above
TN , the 32 point group symmetry elements belonging to
4/mmm1′ are the identity, the three mirror planes m̂a,




c , and the sym-
metry operations that can be derived from these, that is





c , the mirror planes perpendicular
to the two diagonal directions in the plane, m̂x and m̂y,
and the two 2-fold axes along these directions, 2̂x and
2̂y, where here x and y correspond to the orthorhombic
directions in the magnetic phase. Of course, all the pre-
vious symmetry elements multiplied by the time reversal
belong to 4/mmm1′.
The nominal MPG associated with the AFM phase13 is
mmm1′. We remind that this MPG allows for two equiv-
alent domains related by a 90◦ rotation of the magnetic
moment. Choosing the orthorhombic x axis as the direc-
tion of the magnetic moment, as in Fig. 1b, the following
symmetry elements survive: the identity, m̂x, m̂y, m̂c, 2̂x,
2̂y, 2̂c, 1, plus all of these symmetry elements multiplied
by the time reversal 1′. That is, the onset of the AFM or-
der with moments pointing in the x-direction breaks all 4-
fold symmetries, as well as mirror-planes and 2-fold axes
oriented along the a and b tetragonal directions. Note,
though, that there is another CAmca magnetic configura-
tion that allows for staggered moments along c instead.29
This has not been observed in SCOC by neutron scatter-
ing.
In summary, SCOC has an mmm1′ MPG with an-
tiferromagnetic moments along (110). No evidence for
canting has been seen,14 consistent with the fact that
the paramagnetic I4/mmm symmetry does not allow for
a DM term. But as mentioned above, SHG gives ev-
idence for a co-existing magnetic order with 4/mm′m′
symmetry.12 We turn to its description in Section IV.
III. SHG EXPERIMENT: ENERGY LEVEL
ASSIGNMENTS
Second-harmonic generation is a three-step process in
the matter-radiation interaction, determined by two ab-
sorptions of a photon ~ω and the emission of a photon
2~ω.1 Its total scattering amplitude, ASHG, can be writ-





〈Φg|HI |Φl〉〈Φl|HI |Φn〉〈Φn|HI |Φg〉
(Σg − Σn)(Σg − Σl)
(1)
where Φg is the initial state of the system (matter
+ radiation) and Φn(l) the intermediate states of the
3
SHG process, of (matter + radiation) energies Σg and
Σn(l), respectively.
31 HI is the matter-radiation inter-
action Hamiltonian, which is usually decomposed as a
sum of electric dipole (E1), electric quadrupole (E2) and
magnetic dipole (M1) contributions. The details of each
term are given in Appendix A.1 and Section III of Ref. 9.
We remark here that the quantum-mechanical approach,
though symmetry-wise equivalent to the semiclassical ap-
proach usually adopted in the optics literature,1,32 allows
for a deeper physical interpretation of the OP through
the analysis of intermediate states.10
We summarize the geometry of the experimental setup
in Ref. 12 in the following. The experimental reference
frame was such that the x-axis lies along the magnetic
moment (45◦ from the ~a axis, as in Fig. 1b), z along the
~c axis and y accordingly, as in Fig. 2. We can then write
the incoming/outgoing wave-vector ~k and electric field ~ε
(in S and P geometries) as:
~εinS = (sinφ,− cosφ, 0) = ~εoutS (2a)
~εinP = (cos θ cosφ, cos θ sinφ, sin θ) (2b)
~εoutP = (− cos θ cosφ,− cos θ sinφ, sin θ) (2c)











FIG. 2. Geometry of the SHG experiment performed in
Ref. 12. The scattering plane is turned counterclockwise when
viewed down the c axis.
The angle φ is measured with respect to the direction
of the magnetic moment and the angle θ, the incidence
angle, with respect to the normal to the CuO2 plane. We
remind that the S geometry corresponds to the electric
field perpendicular to the scattering plane and the P ge-
ometry has the electric field within the scattering plane,
as in Fig. 2. In the experiment12 the scattering plane was
rotated counterclockwise around the c-axis. Eq. 2a shows
that the electric field in S geometry is independent of θ
for both in and out channels. However, in the SS (S-in, S-
out) geometry the experimental SHG signal is finite with
θ 6= 0, but zero for θ = 0.12 This necessarily excludes an
E1-E1-E1 origin of the signal (such as from the surface),
as the latter only depends on ~εinS and ~ε
out
S , which are in-
dependent of θ. It also rules out any inversion breaking
point group of SCOC, for which a θ-independent E1-E1-
E1 signal is expected in the SS geometry. This implies
that the detected signal in both the high-temperature
(HT) and low-temperature (LT) phases must be either
of E1-E1-M1 or E1-E1-E2 origin.
In order to determine the SCOC magnetic point group
from the SHG data, it is important to discuss the sym-
metry of the intermediate transitions of the SHG process.
In Ref 12, the SHG signal collected at ~ω ' 1.5 eV com-
pletely disappears when the photon energy is lowered to
1.0 eV. This signifies resonant behavior. In fact, a non-
resonant energy denominator in Eq. 1 would have been of
the kind (Elg+~ω)−1 or (Eng+2~ω)−1, with Elg, Eng > 0
the energy difference between the (matter only) excited
and ground states. Therefore, it would have implied a
small change in the signal when passing from 1.5 to 1.0
eV, but not its extinction. As such, we exclude non-
resonant processes in the following discussion. Finally,
we know from RIXS (resonant inelastic x-ray scattering)
and optical data discussed below that d − d excitations
are present in the energy range 1.4 to 2.0 eV (below the
charge transfer gap). Moreover, as discussed above, the
SHG experiment cannot be explained in terms of an E1-
E1-E1 process - so, an E2 or an M1 process must be
present, i.e., a d − d transition. We can therefore at-
tribute the first resonant absorption at ~ω ' 1.5 eV to a
d−d transition, through an E2 or M1 process. The other
two transitions are instead d− p (E1) transitions.
Unfortunately, the available literature does not allow
us to unambiguously determine the symmetry of the d
orbitals for the intermediate state at 1.5 eV. A third har-
monic generation (THG) experiment for SCOC33 inferred
an even parity 2ω transition in the energy range of 1.4
eV to 2.0 eV that was modeled as a transition from the
x2−y2 ground state to tails of excited oscillators centered
at 2 eV and above of x2− y2 symmetry, with another os-
cillator of 3z2 − r2 symmetry centered at 2 eV. Whether
other d states are present or not is not known, since the
geometry of the experiment was such that xy and xz, yz
intermediate states could not be measured. On the other
hand, Raman data34 find a pronounced transition with
A2g symmetry in Gd2CuO4 at 1.5 eV. This is consistent
with a transition from x2− y2 to xy. Unfortunately, Ra-
man data for SCOC have not been reported in this energy
range, and a one-to-one assignment is not possible, as the
energy of the d−d excitations are sensitive to the planar
Cu-O bond length, as well as the apical ions. A power
law relation of the A2g energy with in-plane Cu-O dis-
tance was found in Ref. 34 for various cuprates, which, if
literally applied to SCOC, would lead to an estimate of
1.35 eV for the xy transition.35
Contrasting information about the d − d transitions
comes from RIXS experiments for SCOC. At the M3 edge





























FIG. 3. Fits to the SHG azimuthal dependences from Ref. 12 for the four polarization geometries at 300 K (top row) and 20
K (bottom row).
at 1.35 eV (xy), 1.5 eV (3z2 − r2) and 1.7 eV (xz, yz),
whereas at the L3 edge (2p to 3d)
37 the estimates were in-
stead 1.5 eV (xy), 1.84 eV (xz, yz), and 1.97 eV (3z2−r2).
The latter (based on an extensive data set) differ from
previous L3 estimates.
38 We note that the d−d peaks are
more pronounced in the L3 data as compared to the M3
data. We also remark that the core hole, which differs
for L3 (2p) and M3 (3p), could have a pronounced influ-
ence on the intermediate state energy levels, in contrast
to optics where no such core hole perturbation is present.
In light of the above uncertainties, we consider all pos-
sibilities (xy, xz/yz and 3z2−r2) for the 1.5 eV transition
in our analysis.
IV. MAGNETIC SYMMETRY ANALYSIS OF
THE SHG EXPERIMENT
With the expressions given in Appendix A for the
M1 and E2 polarization dependences, it is possible to
evaluate the SHG azimuthal dependence for any given
MPG, by referring to the transformation properties of
the polarization Pα, the magnetization Mα and the elec-
tric quadrupole Qδ transition operators discussed in Ap-
pendix B (see Table I).
We first summarize the details of the SHG azimuthal
dependence reported in Ref 12 for θ = 11◦, with the
data and fits at two representative temperatures shown in
Fig. 3. The SHG HT intensity in the PS and SS channels
can be fit by the expression Ii(φ) = |ai sin(4φ)|2, with
i = PS, SS. Interestingly, the experimental coefficients
for the S-out channels are identical in magnitude within
error bars: aSS = 0.64(1) and aPS = 0.64(1) at 300
K. Below TN , the symmetry breaking observed in the
azimuthal dependence of the S-out geometries signifies
the onset of a new SHG channel. The LT functional form
is Ii(φ) = |ai sin(4φ)+bi|2, with ai and bi in general being
complex. In the SS geometry, the coefficients for the best
fit to the data are aSS = 0.62(2), bSS = 0.50(1) with a
relative phase angle between the two terms of γSS =
102(2)◦ at 20 K. Similar to the HT fit, the magnitude
and relative phase of the PS coefficients matches that
of the SS channel: aSS = 0.66(2), bSS = 0.53(2) and
γSS = 102(7)
◦ at 20 K.
In the P-out channels, no symmetry reduction is ob-
served below TN . In this case, the azimuthal depen-
dence of the SHG is given by Ii(φ) = |ai cos(4φ) + bi|2
with i = SP, PP , with the extracted fit parameters re-
flecting the linear increase of the SHG intensity with
decreasing temperature in these channels. At 300 K,
aPP = −0.49(2), bPP = 0.64(1), γPP = 60(7)◦, and
aSP = 0.22(6), bSP = 0.95(1), γSP ≈ 33(15)◦. At 20
K, aPP = −0.66(2), bPP = 0.77(1), and aSP = 0.17(1),
bSP = 1.60(1), with no change in the relative phase with
temperature (within error bars).
In the next subsections, we list and comment on the
results of the azimuthal dependences for the MPG of the
HT phase and some relevant MPGs for the LT phase.
A. High-temperature magnetic point group
4/mmm1′
We start with the HT 4/mmm1′ MPG. Given that the
charge transfer gap is 2 eV, we limit the analysis to the
case of a 2ω (3 eV) transition of E1 origin (d to p), as
the E1 transition will always dominate if it is allowed.
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E1-E1-M1 channel - No signal is present in SS and
PS geometries. In PP and SP geometries, only one term
is allowed, characterized by a constant azimuth (no φ
dependence). Such a term behaves like sin(2θ)(χaHT +
χbHT ) in PP and sin(2θ)χbHT in SP. Here χaHT =
=[PxPzMy−PyPzMx] and χbHT = =[Pz(PxMy−PyMx)].
As in Appendix B, we use the notation: =[PαPβMγ ] ≡∑
n,l〈g|Pα|l〉〈l|Pβ |n〉〈n|Mγ |g〉∆l,n − c.c., where g is the
matter ground state, l, n represent intermediate states,
∆l,n is the resonant denominator of Eq. 1 and c.c. stands
for the complex conjugate. We use below also the equiv-
alent notation with <[PαPβMγ ], defined by the addition
of the complex conjugate (instead of the difference).
We remark that χaHT = χbHT = 0 if we impose the
further constraint that the ground state has dx2−y2 sym-
metry, that is there is one x2 − y2 hole in the d shell of
Cu (as demonstrated in the last paragraph of Appendix
C). So, in this case, there is no signal in the E1-E1-M1
channel for any of the four geometries.
E1-E1-E2 channel - Of all the terms allowed by the
MPG and reported in Appendix B, the two constraints
of no outgoing E2 transition and dx2−y2 symmetry for
the ground state further reduce them to:
ASS ∝ sin θ sin(4φ)χHT (3a)
APS ∝ − sin θ cos2 θ sin(4φ)χHT (3b)
ASP ∝ sin θ cos θ[sin2(2φ)χHT + χ1 + χ2] (3c)
APP ∝ sin θ cos3 θ[cos2(2φ)χHT + χ2 + tan2 θχ3]
(3d)
In the above expressions, we introduced the correla-
tion function χHT ≡ <[(P 2x − P 2y )Qx2−y2 ]. We remark
that this correlation function has the same symmetry
as a non-magnetic hexadecapole. The other three cor-
relation functions, less important in what follows, are
defined through the three constants (in azimuth) χ1 =
<[PzPxQxz + PzPyQyz], χ2 = −3<[(P 2x + P 2y )Q3z2−r2 ]
and χ3 = 3<[P 2zQ3z2−r2 ].
The azimuthal dependences in the four geometries cor-
rectly reproduce the experimental data:12 they reproduce
both the four-fold periodicity in the PP and SP channels
and the eight-fold periodicity of sin2(4φ) in the SS and
PS channels induced by the χHT term. The presence of
the single function χHT to explain both the SS and PS
azimuthal dependences naturally explains the experimen-
tal data ASS ∼ APS . In this context, the experimental
θ is small (11◦) so cos(θ) ∼ 1.
We remark that, by using the selection rules detailed in
Appendix C, the operator Qx2−y2 , applied to the x
2−y2
ground state, can only lead to an intermediate state at 1.5
eV of a1g symmetry. This implies that a d− d transition
to 3z2 − r2 is present at this energy. This is illustrated



















































FIG. 4. SHG process where the first transition is E2. The top
row refers to the HT phase, the bottom two rows to the LT
phase. Note the sign difference between ixy in the second and
third rows (i.e., χLT3 = −χLT4), which plays an important
role in the azimuthal dependence.
B. LT magnetic point groups
Here we analyze the highest symmetry subgroups
4/mmm1′ that share the symmetry of the experimental
azimuthal scan: 4/mm′m′ and 4/m1′. In fact, though
the AFM arrangement observed by neutron scattering13
breaks the four-fold symmetry of the total magnetic point
group, this magnetic order is not directly observable
by SHG (since the AFM order has finite momentum);
SHG can only detect the magnetostriction induced by
this order. Yet, magnetostriction (which would have
orthorhombic symmetry) has never been reported for
SCOC. So, as the LT experimental SHG signal keeps the
HT four-fold symmetry and only breaks mirrors m̂a and
m̂b, it appears natural to look for an OP that keeps the
highest symmetry sufficient to explain the data. Two
cases are possible: if the OP has a magnetic origin (and
therefore breaks the time-reversal symmetry 1′), then
the highest symmetry is 4/mm′m′. If instead the OP
has a structural origin, then time-reversal symmetry is
not necessarily broken and the highest group compatible
with the experimental SHG data is 4/m1′. Apart from
these MPGs, we also briefly analyze the antiferromag-
netic MPG mmm1′ and its mm′m′ subgroup compatible
with 4/mm′m′, as well as 4′/mmm′ (a proposed orbital
current state in Ref. 39).
The main aim of the following analysis is to explain
the key features of the SHG experimental data:12
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1) The LT contribution to PP and SP geometries must
be identically zero, as there are no significant changes
in PP and SP geometries when going from high to low
temperatures.
2) The LT contribution in the SS and PS channels is a
constant, χLT , that coherently sums with the HT E1-E1-
E2 sin θ sin(4φ)χHT signal, so as to provide the observed
azimuthal dependence ∝ f(θ)|χHT sin(4φ) +χLT |2. χLT
can be complex relative to χHT (as seen by the fits pre-
sented earlier) and this can be appreciated from the gen-
eral structure of Eq. 1.
3) The f(θ) function contains at least one sin θ factor,
so as to explain that the experimental signal vanishes at
normal incidence.
We remark that, in all the cases discussed below, we
further reduce the number of allowed SHG correlation
functions found in Appendix B by imposing the con-
straint that the first transition must be M1 or E2 (i.e., a
d− d transition).
1. LT OP of magnetic symmetry 4/mm′m′
E1-E1-M1 channel - With an incoming M1 transition,
SS and PS geometries may have a non-zero signal, in both
cases proportional to sin θ and φ independent. It is asso-
ciated with the correlation functions <[(P 2x + P 2y )Mz] ≡
χLT1 for the SS case, and <[PxPzMx+PyPzMy] ≡ χLT2
for the PS case. Moreover, for the 4/mm′m′ MPG, the
dx2−y2 ground state is allowed to mix with idxy. For this
reason, χaHT and χbHT in SP and PP geometries are in
general non-zero and can give a constant azimuth signal.
We have:
ASS ∝ sin θχLT1 (4a)
APS ∝ − sin θχLT2 (4b)
ASP ∝ sin θ cos θχbHT (4c)
APP ∝ sin θ cos θ[χaHT + χbHT ] (4d)
With these expressions, we can explain the above key
features 1), 2) and 3) and fit the experimental data. Yet,
we need two different correlation functions for the SS
and PS geometries, χLT1 and χLT2. As SS and PS LT
experimental data are quite similar in magnitude,12 this
would imply that these two correlation functions are co-
incidentally also similar. We remark that the correlation
function χLT2 is non-zero only if the intermediate state
at 1.5 eV has xz, yz symmetry, whereas the correlation
function χLT1 is non-zero only if the intermediate state
at 1.5 eV has xy symmetry, as illustrated in Fig. 5. As
a consequence, one would expect these two processes to





















































FIG. 5. SHG process where the first transition is M1. Note
the difference in intermediate state between the top row (xy)
and the bottom two rows (xz, yz), implying different strengths
for these two processes.
E1-E1-E2 channel - Apart from the contribution of the
HT parent group 4/mmm1′, χHT , the breaking of the
time-reversal 1′ symmetry leads to three more tensors,
=[(PxPy + PyPx)Qx2−y2 ] ≡ χLT3, =[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy] ≡
χLT4 and =[PxPzQyz − PyPzQxz] ≡ 2χLT5, all time-
reversal odd. By considering only the LT contributions,
we have:
ASS ∝ sin θ[− sin2(2φ)χLT3 + cos2(2φ)χLT4] (5a)
APS ∝ sin θ cos2 θ









sin θ cos θ sin(4φ)[χLT3 + χLT4] (5d)
Though it appears as if this channel does not satisfy
the required conditions (constant SS and PS and zero PP
and SP LT signals), it turns out instead that it does, if
the dx2−y2 ground state is mixed with idxy (as expected
for the 4/mm′m′ MPG). In this case, as demonstrated in
Appendix C, χLT3 = −χLT4. This implies that the LT
SHG signals in PP and SP geometries become zero and
those in SS and PS geometries have the required constant
azimuthal dependence. So, in this case also the E1-E1-
E2 channel satisfies the key features 1), 2) and 3) and
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fits the experimental data. Moreover, in keeping with
the similar magnitude of the LT SS and PS geometries,
the agreement is reached in terms of only one parameter:
χLT ≡ χLT3 = =[(P 2x−P 2y )Qxy]. We remark that, in this
case, the action of the Qxy operator on the ixy compo-
nent of the ground state leads to the same intermediate
state, of symmetry 3z2 − r2, as for the HT case. This,
along with the relation of χLT3 to χLT4, is illustrated
in Fig. 4. So, the E1-E1-E2 channel is a very plausi-
ble explanation of the experimental data. Here as well
we need two hypotheses: the ground state of the form
αdx2−y2 + iγdxy (with γ  α) and the absence of inter-
mediate states of xz, yz symmetry, that, as demonstrated
in Appendix C, is needed to make χLT5 = 0. The latter
is not strictly necessary - in principle it is sufficient to
have χLT5  χLT .
We shall see below that the other MPGs will not ex-
plain the experimental data without further, implausible,
hypotheses.
2. LT OP of magnetic symmetry 4/m1′
E1-E1-M1 channel - There are some analogies with the
4/mm′m′ MPG: apart from the high-temperature term
common to all subgroups of 4/mmm1′, three correlation
functions characterize this MPG: =[PxPzMx+PyPzMy];
=[(P 2x + P 2y )Mz] and =[P 2zMz]. They are the imaginary
counterparts (time-reversal even) of those analyzed above
for the 4/mm′m′ MPG. Their azimuthal scan is therefore
the same: we find a constant contribution for SS and
PS geometries, given by sin θ=[(P 2x + P 2y )Mz] (SS case),
and by − sin(θ)=[PxPzMx + PyPzMy] (PS case). Also,
we have the same drawback: the transitions take place
through different intermediate states at 1.5 eV for the SS
(xy) and PS (xz, yz) cases.
E1-E1-E2 channel - The allowed terms of the 4/m1′
MPG correspond to the real (time-reversal even) terms
of those associated with 4/mm′m′. So the azimuthal
dependences are the same. Yet, we remark on a fun-
damental difference between the two cases: in this case
(4/m1′), we need to impose <[(PxPy + PyPx)Qx2−y2 ] =
−<[(P 2x −P 2y )Qxy]. As the symmetry of the 4/m1′ MPG
corresponds to a ground state of the form dx2−y2 + γdxy
with γ real, we show in Appendix C that the latter
condition cannot be met (rather, we have <[(PxPy +
PyPx)Qx2−y2 ] = +<[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy]). Therefore, we can
discard this possibility.
3. Other LT magnetic point groups: 4′/mmm′, mmm1′
and mm′m′
We included the MPG 4′/mmm′ because it corre-
sponds to the one that would be obtained if Varma’s
orbital current state ΘI had been added to the SCOC
HT phase. We exclude ΘII from this discussion as it
breaks inversion symmetry.39 The main difference be-
tween 4/mm′m′ and 4′/mmm′ in light of the SHG ex-
periment is due to the fact that the two mirror planes of
the 4′/mmm′ MPG are not associated with time reversal,
thereby failing to describe the experimental data, as only
one mirror is broken and not both (m̂a and m̂b). This
is confirmed by the calculations reported in Appendix
B showing that the calculated azimuthal dependences in
the SS and PS geometries of the 4′/mmm′ MPG are dif-
ferent from the experimental ones, so we can discard this
MPG.
The nominal mmm1′ magnetic point group of the an-
tiferromagnetic order does not allow to fulfill the con-
straints 1), 2) and 3) above, because the mirror symme-
tries m̂x and m̂y are not broken, contrary to the experi-
mental data. Detailed calculations12 show that two-fold
azimuthal dependences would appear, in keeping with
the orthorhombic symmetry of this MPG.
The same would be true for the magnetic group
mm′m′, that breaks the four-fold axis, whereas the ex-
perimental data show no measurable breaking of four-fold
symmetry in all SS, PS, SP, and PP channels. This MPG
would be the true magnetic point group of SCOC if we
intersect the antiferromagnetic state with the 4/mm′m′
magnetic OP revealed by SHG. Yet, having lost the four-
fold symmetry, the x and y components belong to sep-
arate irreducible representations and for this reason, all
terms containing the x and y components are character-
ized by a two-fold symmetry. An OP of this symmetry,
therefore, cannot describe the four-fold symmetry of the
SHG experiment. Presumably, the lack of observation of
orthorhombicity (from magnetostriction) is either due to
its weakness, or an equal population of both magnetic do-
mains (i.e., either spins along x or spins along y). More-
over, the extra SHG signal in the LT phase also means
that predominantly one domain of 4/mm′m′ is present
(as discussed below, orbital moments pointing along ~c as
opposed to pointing along -~c). Otherwise, the extra LT
signal would either average out to zero, or its interference
with the HT contribution would change sign depending
on the domain, which was not observed in either spatial
scans or thermal cycling of a given sample, or for different
samples. The reason only a single domain of 4/mm′m′
is seen remains an open question.
V. POSSIBLE MICROSCOPIC MODELS AND
CONCLUSIONS
From the discussion of the previous section, the most
plausible magnetic symmetry of the OP detected by the
SHG experiment12 is 4/mm′m′. The two scenarios out-
lined above were an SHG signal from (1) the E1-E1-E2
channel, with an intermediate state of 3z2 − r2 symme-
try, or (2) the E1-E1-M1 channel, through intermediate
states of xy and xz, yz symmetries.
Here we discuss some possible microscopic realizations
of such an OP and suggest new experiments that might
detect it. We first remind that SHG is only sensitive to
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ferro OPs (that is, it is not sensitive to linear order to
any finite Q OPs). Therefore, we can neglect the symme-
try reduction due to antiferromagnetic ordering in what
follows. We know that the 4/mm′m′ MPG breaks the
time-reversal symmetry associated with the translation
from a Cu site with a given spin (Cu1) to another Cu site
with opposite spin (Cu2). We can see only three mecha-
nisms that allow one to break the 1′ symmetry from Cu1







FIG. 6. Illustration of the possible microscopic realizations of
a 4/mm′m′ order parameter in Sr2CuO2Cl2: a) ferromagnet-
ically ordered canted moments along the c-axis, b) magneto-
chiral orbital currents around Cu sites and, c) ferroic ordering
of a magnetic octupole Y30.
1) The presence of a ferromagnetically ordered canted
component of the magnetic moment along the c-axis
(Fig. 6a). Even though this possibility seems excluded by
the XMCD measurements,14 there is either the possibility
that SHG is more sensitive than XMCD or the possibility
that canting is induced in the near surface region of the
sample, that is, over a depth comparable to the photon
absorption depth associated with 2ω (δ = 70 nm40). We
find this unlikely for two reasons. First, canting is not
possible for an underlying I4/mmm space group. Sec-
ond, when present (as in orthorhombic La2CuO4), the
canting only becomes ferromagnetically aligned above a
spin-flop field.
2) The presence of orbital currents around each Cu
site (Fig. 6b). Several models can be discussed in
this framework, all characterized by circulating currents
around Cu-sites that ferromagnetically order at both the
Cu1 and Cu2 sites. In this way, they break the time-
reversal symmetry while preserving the inversion sym-
metry. The simplest example involves currents flowing
between the planar oxygen sites, leading to a magneto-
chiral state.18–21 In an effective one-band description,
this mixes in an idxy component into the dx2−y2 ground
state as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. The simplest way to
see this is that these currents are equivalent to an orbital
moment along c, and the Lz operator leads to such mix-
ing. Then one has to presume that the resulting orbital
moment was too small to have been observed by XMCD.
3) Higher-order magnetic multipoles, like a magnetic
octupole (Fig. 6c). A component of the magnetic oc-
tupole behaving like the zeroth component of a time-
reversal odd spherical tensor of rank three (Y30) would
satisfy all the necessary symmetry constraints analyzed
in the previous section if it exhibited ferroic ordering.
But why a magnetic octupole would arise in a material
with spin- 12 moments is not clear, even when invoking
spin-orbit coupling.
Several experiments can be suggested to help resolve
some of the questions raised by our work. For instance,
4/mm′m′ allows for an anomalous Hall effect29 as treated
in Refs. 18–21. Although SCOC is an electrical insula-
tor, high enough frequency measurements might allow
for observation of the anomalous electrical Hall effect.
Moreover, the thermal Hall analog is possible. Although
a large thermal Hall signal was reported in Ref. 16 which
was attributed to a chiral contribution to the phonon
thermal Hall effect (describable by a rank-3 tensor29), to
date, no anomalous signal has been reported. Besides the
anomalous thermal Hall, there should also be a linear in
field contribution to the longitudinal thermal conductiv-
ity. Polarized neutron scattering would be desirable to
test for the presence of orbital currents or higher mag-
netic multipolar phases,17,22 which could also be detected
in Sagnac-Faraday experiments.41 A detailed angle of in-
cidence dependence of the SHG response in the PS chan-
nel should be able to resolve the question of whether an
E1-E1-M1 or an E1-E1-E2 process is responsible for the
additional signal in the LT phase, as their θ dependences
differ (Eqs. 4b and 5b). Finally, Raman experiments in
the energy range of 1.4 to 2.0 eV would help determine
what the symmetry of the d− d excitations are.
In conclusion, we find that the additional second har-
monic generation signal that appears in the magnetically
ordered state of Sr2CuO2Cl2 can be understood from an
order parameter characterized by a 4/mm′m′ magnetic
point group that has the effect of mixing in an idxy com-
ponent into the dx2−y2 ground state. This OP behaves
like an orbital ferromagnet. We hope that future experi-
ments can further elucidate this phenomenon.
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Appendix A: Expressions for the M1 and E2
polarization components
First, it might be useful to remind how the decou-
pling of the E2 and M1 channels takes place for a generic
fourth-rank tensor, like χijlm. Consider the specific HT
case, with MPG 4/mmm1′. In this case, the require-
ment that χijlm is invariant under all symmetry oper-
ations of the group only allows those terms of χijlm
with an even number of x, y or z (the application of
a two-fold axis on an odd number would change its sign).
Moreover, the four-fold symmetry imposes that terms
with equivalent x and y labels are equal (say, χxyyx =
χyxxy). Limiting to the SS case (polarizations in the
xy-plane), we are left with four terms: χxxxx = χyyyy,
χxxyy = χyyxx, χxyxy = χyxyx, and χxyyx = χyxxy. Yet,
this is true for any fourth-rank tensor, based only on
its symmetry properties. The electric quadrupole SHG
tensor is not any tensor, but a specific one - for exam-
ple χxyyx =
∑
n,l〈g|x|l〉〈l|y|n〉〈n|yx|g〉∆l,n (here g is the
matter ground state, l, n represent intermediate states,
and ∆l,n is the resonant denominator of Eq. 1). There-
fore, the symmetry in the last two indexes provides a
further equality, valid for the E2 channel, χxyxy = χxyyx.
Analogously, it can be shown that, in the M1 channel,
the tensor χ is antisymmetrized over the last two indexes:
χxyxy = −χxyyx. The new tensor χxyxy − χxyyx is often
relabeled as χxyz. In fact, as detailed in Refs. 9 and 10,
in the E1-E1-M1 channel, the χ tensor is scalarly cou-
pled to the radiation terms ~εα~εβ(~ε×~k)γ , where α, β and
γ represent any of x, y and z. The vector product allows
one to reduce the number of labels from four to three.
These considerations were first noted by Pershan.6
In the particular geometrical configuration of Fig. 2,
the coupling to incoming and outgoing radiation for M1
transitions is expressed as:
(~ε× ~k)inP = (− sinφ, cosφ, 0) = (~ε× ~k)outP
(~ε× ~k)inS = (cos θ cosφ, cos θ sinφ, sin θ)
(~ε× ~k)outS = (− cos θ cosφ,− cos θ sinφ, sin θ) (A1)
Coming back to the E1-E1-E2 channel, the tensor
χijlm is scalarly coupled to ~εα~εβ{~ε,~k}δ (see Refs. 9 and
10), where {., .}δ means ‘symmetrization’ and δ is short-
hand notation for the five quadrupole terms, with the
following order: 1 → x2 − y2, 2 → 3z2 − r2, 3 → xy,
4 → xz and 5 → yz. We remark that of the six sym-
metric components, the scalar term is zero, because it is
coupled to ~ε ·~k = 0. In the particular geometrical config-
uration of Fig. 2, the coupling to incoming and outgoing
radiation for E2 transitions (with the above order) is ex-
pressed as:
{~ε,~k}inS = [sin θ sin(2φ), 0,− sin θ cos(2φ),
− cos θ sinφ, cos θ cosφ]
{~ε,~k}outS = [sin θ sin(2φ), 0,− sin θ cos(2φ),



















sin(2θ) sin(2φ),− cos(2θ) cosφ,− cos(2θ) sinφ]
(A2)
Appendix B: Calculation of the allowed tensors for
each MPG
Here we evaluate the allowed OPs for the HT
4/mmm1′ MPG and some of its subgroups. We intro-
duce the notation Pα, Mα, Qδ for the transition opera-
tors of, respectively, the electric dipole, magnetic dipole
and electric quadrupole, with α = x, y, z and δ = the five
quadrupole components in the order listed in Appendix
A. For example, Px = 〈g|x|l〉 or My = 〈n|Ly|g〉 (Ly is
the y component of the orbital angular momentum), or
Q1 = 〈n|x2 − y2|g〉. Even though these matrix elements
clearly depend on the states (|g〉, |n〉, etc.), in the fol-
lowing we shall mainly be concerned with their geomet-
rical transformation properties and, in order to lighten
the notation, we shall not explicitly label the states, if
not needed. However, when included in brackets, like
[PxPyMz], it is shorthand notation for the whole SHG
amplitude
∑
l,n ∆l,n〈g|Px|l〉〈l|Py|n〉〈n|Lz|g〉, and there-
fore the order is important: [PxPyMz] 6= [PyPxMz].
Table I should be read as follows. Consider a term, ap-
ply the transformation rules of the Table line by line, and
then sum up. If the total is zero, the term is not present
in the magnetic point group 4/mmm1′. Consider, for
example, the E1-E1-M1 term PxPyMz. The first four
lines are always characterized by an even number of mi-
nus signs and their sum leads to +4PxPyMz. The next
four lines are instead characterized by an odd number of
minus signs and their sum leads to −4PxPyMz. So, the
overall sum of the first eight lines is zero. It is easy to
check that the next eight sum to zero as well, so that the
global sum is zero: this term does not contribute to the
SHG signal in the 4/mmm1′ MPG. For the other groups,
it is sufficient to consider the part of Table I that only
contains the symmetry elements of the subgroup. In this
way, we get the results summarized below.
We remind the conclusion of Section III, that the first
(absorption) transition is necessarily M1 or E2, the sec-
ond (absorption) transition is E1 and the 2ω (emission)
transition is E1. However, in the lists reported below, we
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TABLE I. Transformation table of the electric dipole, ~P , the
magnetic dipole, ~M , and the electric quadrupole, Qi, under
the action of symmetry elements of the 4/mmm1′ magnetic
point group.
Sym. Px Py Pz Mx My Mz Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
1̂ Px Py Pz Mx My Mz Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
2̂c -Px -Py Pz -Mx -My Mz Q1 Q2 Q3 -Q4 -Q5
2̂x Px -Py -Pz Mx -My -Mz Q1 Q2 -Q3 -Q4 Q5
2̂y -Px Py -Pz -Mx My -Mz Q1 Q2 -Q3 Q4 -Q5
4̂+z Py -Px Pz My -Mx Mz -Q1 Q2 -Q3 Q5 -Q4
4̂−z -Py Py Pz -My Mx Mz -Q1 Q2 -Q3 -Q5 Q4
2̂a Py Px -Pz My Mx -Mz -Q1 Q2 Q3 -Q5 -Q4
2̂b -Py -Px -Pz -My -Mx -Mz -Q1 Q2 Q3 Q5 Q4
1 -Px -Py -Pz Mx My Mz Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
m̂z Px Py -Pz -Mx -My Mz Q1 Q2 Q3 -Q4 -Q5
m̂x -Px Py Pz Mx -My -Mz Q1 Q2 -Q3 -Q4 Q5
m̂y Px -Py Pz -Mx My -Mz Q1 Q2 -Q3 Q4 -Q5
4
+
z -Py Px -Pz My -Mx Mz -Q1 Q2 -Q3 Q5 -Q4
4
−
z Py -Py -Pz -My Mx Mz -Q1 Q2 -Q3 -Q5 Q4
m̂a -Py -Px Pz My Mx -Mz -Q1 Q2 Q3 -Q5 -Q4















































































































































































































































































































































































did not use this experimental constraint (this constraint
is instead used in Section IV). The terms considered here
and removed in Section IV are noted by M or Q (instead
of M or Q), below. That is, the overline notation denotes
outgoing radiation.
1. Azimuthal scan for the high-temperature
magnetic point group 4/mmm1′
E1-E1-M1 channel - Only one linear combination is
symmetric under all operations of Table I and there-
fore allowed in this magnetic point group: =[PzPxMy −
PzPyMx]. This linear combination corresponds to six
independent terms in the SHG amplitude (correspond-
ing to all permutations of Pz, Px and My: =[PzPxMy −
PzPyMx], =[PzMyPx − PzMxPy], etc.). We remind
that imaginary terms in the E1-E1-M1 channel are non-
magnetic (i.e., time-reversal even).
We can evaluate its azimuthal scan through Eqs. 2
and A1. For example, in the SS channel the ampli-
tude ASS = 0 because [PzPxMy] is scalarly coupled
to εSzεSx(~ε × ~k)Sy and εSz = 0 for both ‘in’ and
‘out’ geometries (see Eq. 2a). The same is true for
any permutation, because of the term Pz → εSz. In-
stead, ASP can be nonzero, provided the z term is as-
sociated with the outgoing (P -polarized) photon. For
example, [PzPxMy] is coupled (using Eqs. 2 and A1
again) to εPzεSx(~ε × ~k)Sy = sin θ(sinφ)(cos θ sinφ) =
sin θ cos θ sin2 φ and [PzPyMx] is coupled to εPzεSy(~ε ×
~k)Sx = sin θ(− cosφ)(cos θ cosφ) = − sin θ cos θ cos2 φ.
As the invariant term is their difference, we find that
=[PzPxMy − PzPyMx] behaves like sin θ cos θ(sin2 φ +
cos2 φ) = 12 sin(2θ).
All other terms below are evaluated similarly. We have:
• ASS = 0
• APS = 0
• ASP = 12 sin(2θ)=[PzPxMy − PzPyMx]
• APP = 12 sin(2θ)
(
=[PzPxMy − PzPyMx] +
6 permutations
)
E1-E1-E2 channel - Only five terms are allowed in this
magnetic point group: <[PzPxQxz + PzPyQyz]; <[(P 2x +
P 2y )Q3z2−r2 ]; <[P 2zQ3z2−r2 ]; <[(PxPy + PyPx)Qxy];
<[(P 2x−P 2y )Qx2−y2 ]. If we consider that the ground state
has x2 − y2 symmetry, then <[(PxPy + PyPx)Qxy] = 0
as shown in Appendix C. Using the same calculations as
in the E1-E1-M1 channel above, except for using Eq. A2
instead of Eq. A1, we get:
• ASS = sin θ sin(4φ)<[(P 2x − P 2y )Qx2−y2 ]
• APS = − sin θ cos2 θ sin(4φ)<[(P 2x − P 2y )Qx2−y2 ]
• ASP = 12 sin(2θ)
(
3<[Q3z2−r2P 2z ] − <[PzPxQxz +
PzPyQyz)] +
1
2 (cos(4φ) + 1)<[(P
2
x − P 2y )Qx2−y2 ]
)
• APP = 12 (cos(4φ) + 1)<[(P
2







2<[Qxz(PzPx + PxPz) +
Qyz(PzPy + PyPz)] − 3<[(P 2x + P 2y )Q3z2−r2 ] +
3<[P 2zQ3z2−r2 ] + 32 sin(2θ)<[P
2
zQ3z2−r2 ] +
sin(2θ) sin2 θ<[Qxz(PzPx + PxPz) + Qyz(PzPy +
PyPz)]
We remark that the azimuthal (φ) dependence is de-
termined by only one correlation function: <[(P 2x −
P 2y )Qx2−y2 ].
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2. Azimuthal scan for the magnetic point group
4/mm′m′
The 4/mm′m′ magnetic group consists of the following























b. They are the only ones that
have to be considered in Table I to obtain the allowed
terms of this MPG.
E1-E1-M1 channel - Four terms are now allowed.
Apart from =[Pz(PxMy−PyMx)], already present in the
HT 4/mmm1′ MPG, the other three are: <[Pz(PxMx +
PyMy)]; <[Mz(P 2x + P 2y )]; <[P 2zMz]. As the symme-
try reduction is purely magnetic (4/mm′m′ and its par-
ent group 4/mmm1′ have an identical time-reversal even
OP), the three real correlation functions are also purely
magnetic. Therefore, we have, from Eqs. 2 and A1:
• ASS = sin θ<[(P 2x + P 2y )Mz]
• APS = sin3 θ<[MzP 2z ] + sin θ cos2 θ<[Mz(P 2x +
P 2y )] − 12 sin(2θ) cos θ<[MxPzPx + MyPzPy] −
sin θ<[PxPzMx + PyPzMy)]
• ASP = 0
• APP = 0
It is interesting to compare these results with another
subgroup of 4/mmm1′: 4′/mmm′, which is the one that
would be obtained if Varma’s orbital current state ΘI
had been added to the SCOC high-temperature phase.39
The main difference between 4/mm′m′ and 4′/mmm′ in
light of the SHG experiment is due to the fact that two
mirror planes of the 4′/mmm′ point group are not asso-
ciated with time reversal, thereby failing to describe the
experimental data. Though this can be justified just on a
symmetry basis, it is interesting to study the technical de-
tails that lead to the different azimuthal dependency for
the two groups. If we consider for example the PP chan-
nel, its contribution is given by <[Pz(PxMx−PyMy)] for
the 4′/mmm′ group, and by <[Pz(PxMx+PyMy)] for the
4/mm′m′ group, with a sum instead of a difference. The
azimuthal dependency of each term are <[PzPxMx] ∼
1
4 sin(2θ) sin(2φ) and <[PzPyMy] ∼ −
1
4 sin(2θ) sin(2φ).
Their linear combination is zero only with the coefficients
of the 4/mm′m′ magnetic group. It is for this reason that
4/mm′m′ is the only MPG satisfying the experimental
constraint 1), 2) and 3) among the highest symmetry
magnetic subgroups of 4/mmm1′.
E1-E1-E2 channel - In this case eight terms are al-
lowed in the 4/mm′m′ magnetic point group. Apart
from the five common high-temperature terms, that are
time-reversal even, the remaining three time-reversal odd
terms that are allowed are: =[PxPzQyz − PyPzQxz];
=[(PxPy + PyPx)Qx2−y2 ]; =[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy].
As above, we can evaluate their azimuthal scan from
Eqs. 2 and A2:
• ASS = sin θ
(
cos2(2φ)=[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy] −
sin2(2φ)=[(PxPy + PyPx)Qx2−y2 ]
)
• APS = − 12 sin(2θ) cos θ
(
cos2(2φ)=[(P 2x −
P 2y )Qxy] − sin2(2φ)=[(PxPy + PyPx)Qx2−y2 ]
)
−
sin θ cos2 θ=[PxPzQyz − PyPzQxz]
• ASP = − 14 sin(2θ) sin(4φ)
(
=[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy] +
=[(PxPy + PyPx)Qx2−y2 ]
)
• APP = 14 sin(2θ) cos
2 θ sin(4φ)
(
=[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy] +
=[(PxPy + PyPx)Qx2−y2 ]
)
In this case, it is clear that the conditions 1), 2)
and 3) of Section IV are all simultaneously satisfied
only if the two tensors =[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy] and =[(PxPy +
PyPx)Qx2−y2 ] are opposite in value. This will be shown
in Appendix C.
3. Azimuthal scan for the magnetic point group
4/m1′
The 4/m magnetic group consists of the following sym-








z , plus these
same eight operators multiplied by the time-reversal sym-
metry 1′. As in this case, the symmetry is broken by
a non-magnetic, time-reversal even OP, all the allowed
terms are time-reversal even, both in the E1-E1-M1 chan-
nel (they are therefore imaginary) and in the E1-E1-E2
channel (they are therefore real).
E1-E1-M1 channel - Only four terms are different from
zero. Apart from the high-temperature term common
to all subgroups of 4/mmm1′, which is =[PzPxMy −
PzPyMx], the three remaining are: =[PzPxMx +
PzPyMy]; =[(P 2x + P 2y )Mz]; =[P 2zMz].
E1-E1-E2 channel - Only eight are different from
zero. If we exclude the five high-temperature
terms of 4/mmm1′ symmetry, the three remaining
are: <[PzPxQyz − PzPyQxz]; <[(PxPy + PyPx)Qx2−y2 ];
<[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy].
It turns out that the terms in the E1-E1-M1 channel
correspond to the imaginary (time-reversal even) terms
of those associated with 4/mm′m′ and the terms in the
E1-E1-E2 channel correspond to the real (time-reversal
even) terms of those associated with 4/mm′m′. So, apart
from the opposite time-reversal behavior, their azimuthal
scan will be the same and we shall not report it here.
We should just change < ↔ = in the azimuthal scan of
4/mm′m′.
Of course, the same comments apply, in particular the
E1-E1-M1 channel is compatible with the SHG experi-
mental outcomes 1), 2) and 3), as it was for the 4/mm′m′
MPG, with the same drawback of having two different
correlation functions for SS and PS geometry, with in-
termediate states at 1.5 eV of both xy and xz, yz sym-
metries. Analogously, in the E1-E1-E2 channel the extra
condition to match the experimental data should be ap-
plied to the real OP: <[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy] = −<[(PxPy +
PyPx)Qx2−y2 ]. However, as demonstrated in Appendix
C, this is not the case: rather, <[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy] =
12
+<[(PxPy +PyPx)Qx2−y2 ], thereby eliminating this pos-
sibility to explain the experimental data.
Appendix C: Calculation of some E1-E1-M1 and
E1-E1-E2 transition-matrix elements
The main advantage of the quantum-mechanical for-
mulation of SHG introduced in Section III, compared
to the semiclassical approach in terms of non-linear sus-
ceptibilities χ, is that we can calculate the correlation
functions and have information about the ground state
and intermediate states. For example, suppose that the
4/mmm1′ MPG is characterized by a ground state of
x2− y2 symmetry. We have seen that the first transition
stays within the l = 2 manifold. We can therefore apply
the Wigner-Eckhart theorem for the angular part within
this subspace (by projecting out possible l = 1, 3 terms):
for example, Qx2−y2 |x2 − y2〉 ∝ |3z2 − r2〉.
Suppose we evaluate =[(P 2x−P 2y )Qxy] when the ground
state has x2 − y2 symmetry, i.e., with a 4/mmm1′








, where ∆l,n is the reso-
nant denominator, c.c. is the complex conjugate, |g〉 is the
ground state and |n〉 and |l〉 are the intermediate states.
From the Wigner-Eckhart theorem, Qxy|x2 − y2〉 = 0,
as expected, because |x2 − y2〉 has the full symme-
try of 4/mmm1′ and we know from Appendix B that
=[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy] 6= 0 only with the 4/mm′m′ MPG,
not with the 4/mmm1′ MPG. For the same reason, also
<[(PxPy + PyPx)Qxy] = 0, as already used in Appendix
B.1.
This approach also suggests that, in order to have a
non-zero value for these transition-matrix elements, we
should have a ground state, for example, of the kind:
|gLT 〉 = (a|x2 − y2〉 + iγ|xy〉)/
√
N . Here N is the nor-
malization, and a and γ are weights42 (with γ  a). We
remark that the |xy〉 state needs to be imaginary for the
4/mm′m′ MPG. If it were real, the MPG would have
been 4/m1′. In the imaginary case, we can demonstrate
the fundamental relation used in Section IV for the MPG
4/mm′m′: χLT3 = −χLT4, or =[(PxPy+PyPx)Qx2−y2 ] =
−=[(P 2x − P 2y )Qxy].





Then we evaluate |l〉 = x|n〉 = 1√
2
(Y1,−1 − Y1,1)|n〉 =√
6











calculation of the term in −P 2y leads to the same co-
efficient for |x2 − y2〉 and to the opposite coefficient







Finally, projecting over a√
N
〈x2 − y2| and taking the
imaginary part (that doubles it), we end with =[(P 2x −





N . An analogous calculation leads to





N and the reason
why the sign is opposite can be understood by noting
that this time it is the |x2−y2〉 component of the ground
state |gLT 〉 that is selected by the Qx2−y2 operator and
that in the end it will project with the −i〈xy| part of
〈gLT |, whose sign is opposite because it is the complex
conjugate. This also highlights the importance of time-
reversal breaking.
Interestingly, the equivalent state of the 4/m1′ MPG,
that we could write as (ã|x2 − y2〉 + γ̃|xy〉)/
√
N , i.e.,
without the imaginary unit for the |xy〉 term, would lead
instead to χLT3 = +χLT4 and no cancellation of the φ-
dependence in the LT phase. For this reason the 4/m1′
MPG in the E1-E1-E2 channel does not allow to describe
the experiment.
As a last calculation for the E1-E1-E2 channel in the
4/mm′m′ MPG, we show how to evaluate χLT5, used
in Section IV.B.1, and why it is zero if there are no
intermediate states of xz, yz symmetry. The steps are
the same as above: start from the |gLT 〉 state, apply
the PxPzQyz and PyPzQxz operators and finally take
the imaginary part of the projection on 〈gLT |. The re-
sult is again proportional to aγ, i.e., linear in both co-
efficients of the |x2 − y2〉 and |xy〉 states. Moreover,
Qyz|x2−y2〉 ∝ |yz〉, Qxz|x2−y2〉 ∝ |xz〉, Qyz|xy〉 ∝ |xz〉
and Qxz|xy〉 ∝ |yz〉, which shows the necessity for in-
termediate states of |xz, yz〉 symmetry at 1.5 eV in this
case.
Before finishing, we shall also sketch the calculation
of the E1-E1-M1 SS and PS terms of 4/mm′m′ symme-
try. In this case, for the SS geometry, we should apply
Lz|gLT 〉 which leads to |n〉 = (2ai|xy〉+2γ|x2−y2〉)/
√
N .
As P 2x + P
2
y does not change the character of either the
|xy〉 or |x2 − y2〉 states, the transition-matrix element of
<[(P 2x +P 2y )Mz] is non-zero. It is real because the imag-
inary |xy〉 state in the intermediate state |n〉 projects to
the imaginary |xy〉 in |gLT 〉 and analogously for the real
|x2 − y2〉 part.
Analogously, the term <[P xPzMx + P yPzMy] of the
PS geometry is non-zero, but it passes through a differ-
ent intermediate state: not |xy〉 as for the SS geometry,
but |xz〉 or |yz〉, depending on whether we consider the
transition Mx|x2 − y2〉 → −i|yz〉 or Mxi|xy〉 → −|xz〉 or
My|x2 − y2〉 → −i|xz〉 or, finally, Myi|xy〉 → |yz〉.
This also shows why for an x2 − y2 ground state
(4/mmm1′ MPG), all OPs present for the 4/mm′m′
MPG and not for the 4/mmm1′ MPG are zero. Indeed,
the only non-zero OP compatible with the x2−y2 ground
state of 4/mmm1′ symmetry is the HT one, found in the
previous subsection, <[(P 2x − P 2y )Qx2−y2 ].
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